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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 

The last few weeks have seen a lot in Space Exploration.  We had a second SpaceX crew 
mission launch and the first mission returned safely.  China launched the start of a new 

space station.  On Mars, Perserverance and Ingenuity have been performing quite well.   
Now they are thinking of having Ingenuity tag along with the rover. 
 

Locally, the planned M-Cores road to central Florida has been shut down.  This was a 
possible major impact on light pollution and wildlife in SW Florida. 
 

Please join us at the meeting either at the Planetarium or through Zoom!  I know of more 

members that are planning to come to the Planetarium.  We will be starting on the 
equipment overhaul/cleanup and future give away or sale of excess equipment. 
 

Tony Costanzo’s weekly Thursday afternoon Zoom sessions appear to have been interesting.  
If you have the time, check them out.  I will try to keep forwarding the information to the 
group. 
 

It’s Dues Time again.  Please mail checks to: SWFAS, Inc.  PO Box 100127 Cape Coral, FL 
33910-0127.  Dues are $25.00  Any questions about having paid please direct to John 

MacLean.  
 

Brian 
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Star Party Schedule 2021  -  
 

Sea Hawk Park  - We are able to do club only events on short notice. 
 

Caloosahatchee Regional Park  -- Have not heard from people interested in having 
some club events there.  Need to have some dates and an idea about how many are 

interested 
 

  Big Cypress Preserve –  We are able to observe from down there on short notice.  

There is usually interest in going there on the dark weekends.  If you are interested and 

are not part of the email group, contact me and I can get you added to the email group. 
 

 
 

Ideas for Using Outreach Funds 
SWFAS would like to hear from members for any suggestions for applying outreach funds. 

 
 

Members’ Recommended Reading & News Links 
 

Members are encouraged to submit to the editor links to recommended 

articles and books that might be of interest to Club members. 
 

Uncle Rod’s Astro Blog 
https://uncle-rods.blogspot.com 

 
Books 

 

Each Weekly Newsletter of S&T has a 60-second news section. The general link for 
S&T Astronomy News is  https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/. 

 

Sky and Telescope has a new free introductory E-book “Stargazing: Getting 
Started” if you sign up with your email.  https://skyandtelescope.com 

 
“The 400-Year Rhythm of Great Conjunctions”, By Steffen Thorsen and Graham 

Jones, Sky & Telescope Weekly, December 18, 2020 
 

“Sky Highlights for 2021”, by Bob King, Sky & Telescope, pages 48-50, January 
2021.  [Includes an inset on 2021 Returning Comets]. 

 
 

For NASA-JPL News see  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/ . 
 
“A Martian Roundtrip: NASA's Perseverance Rover Sample Tubes”, JPL-News Weekly, 
December 23, 2020, article dated December 21, 2020.  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news 
 
For Astronomy Magazine & News, see  https://www.astronomy.com/news 

 

Astronomy magazine has a free PDF download of “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Planets”, 
published September 19, 2019. 

https://uncle-rods.blogspot.com/
https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/
https://skyandtelescope.com/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news
https://www.astronomy.com/news
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In the Sky for May 
Rise & set times of planets are in local time for Calusa Nature Center and Planetarium, Ft. 

Myers, FL, (26.6171°N, 81.8160°W). 

 

(http://www.heavens-above.com). 
 

Sunrise:  1st  6:50 am (72°ENE). Sunset:  8:01 pm (288°WNW)  

Sunrise:  30th  6:35 am (65°ENE).  Sunset:  8:16 pm (295°WNW) 

(https://www.timeanddate.com) 
 

Information is from above as well as Sky & Telescope and Astronomy Magazine and 

SkyMania.com. 
Night sky simulations, such as on https://www.timeanddate.com (select Night Sky) are helpful 
for planning planetary observations relative to constellations and other night sky events 
(Beta).  
 

Moon:  Last Quarter – 3rd; New – 11th; Apogee++ – 11th; First Quarter – 19th; Perigee+ – 

25th; Full–26th;. On the 1st, it sets at 10:52 a.m. (241°WSW), and rises on the 2nd at 1:18  
a.m. (118°ESE). On the 31st, rise time is 12:50 a.m. (114° SE), set time is 11:47 a.m. 

(248°WSW). 

+357,311 km / 222,023 mi   ++406,512 km / 252,594 mi 
 

       

 
 

 
 

 

  

Inner Planets, May 1st 
 

Inner Planets, May 31st
 

From Heavens Above.com 
 

From TimeandDate.com 
 

http://www.heavens-above.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/
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Mercury is at greatest Eastern Elongation on the 17th.  During May it pretty much stays 
above Venus in the western sky. 
 

Venus  just passed Superior Conjunction with the sun and is starting to move into the 

evening sky.  It will remain low through May.  On the 28th, it is in a close conjunction with 
Mercury. 
 

Mars is fading even more from mag 1.6 to 1.7 in Gemini. 

 
 
Jupiter starts the month out in Aquarius rising at 3:12 a.m. at magnitude -2.1 and ends 

May rising at 1:31 a.m. at mag -2.3 
 

Saturn is in Capricorn about an hour ahead of Jupiter rising at 2:21 am on the 1st at 

magnitude 0.7 
 

Uranus is lost to the sun.  It was in conjunction with the sun on the 30th of April.  
 

Neptune  is in Aquarius and rises at 4:23 a.m. 
 

International Space Station: The ISS is visible starting on May 12th (dawn)  & 13-

17th (both dawn and early evening, sometimes multiple times). See this link for 

specific times and routes for the ISS:  http://www.heavens-above.com 
 

Hubble Space Telescope: will be visible the 3rd and 4th in the evening and starting 
on the 19th to the end of the months is visible in the morning sky.  See this link for 
specific times and routes for the HST:   http://www.heavens-above.com 

 

Comets and Asteroids:  See this link for specific times and routes for brightest 
observable comets and asteroids:  http://www.heavens-above.com.  Links to finder 
charts are also available.   

Outer Planets for May 15th.  Their configuration does not change much for one month. 

file:///C:/Users/brisley/Downloads/:%20%20http:/www.heavens-above.com
http://www.heavens-above.com/
http://www.heavens-above.com/
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Object to Observe in May 

 

Tony’s weekly Zoom Sessions have had some interesting topics.  Here is a list of 
objects to observe that was put together by Rich Nugent who produces these 
monthly observing lists for ATMs of Boston 

 
Everyone, 

    Here is the list of 19 objects you might want to get outside and observe during May. It is galaxy season 

but there is still a wide variety of other types of objects to observe!  Some are easy but some are 

challenging! Here you go: 

 

Solar System Objects: 

During May, Venus is getting easier to observe just after sunset and Mercury joins along early in the 

month. Mars is dim and very far away…I’m now looking forward to its next opposition in late, 2022! 

Oh, and please don’t forget the moon! It’s easy to locate and offers stunning detail in all telescopes! 

 

Double Stars: 

Alpha Canum Venaticorum: Cor Caroli; Magnitudes 2.9/5.5; 19.3” separation. Spectacular! 

Epsilon Böotis: 2.5/4.8; 2.9”; Challenging for scopes under 4” 

Winnecke 4 (aka M40); 9.6/10.1; 52.7”; Try to spot the faint, nearby galaxy, NGC 4290 

Gamma Virginis: Porrima; 3.5/3.5; 3.1”; May be a challenge for smaller scopes! 

 

Asterisms: 

Star Gate: In Virgo, a triangle of stars within a triangle of stars; Along the way to M104 

Jaws: Between the Star Gate and M104; Its four brightest stars (magnitudes 7.6-9.1) point towards the 

Sombrero Galaxy. 

Virgo Diamond: Here’s Roger Ivester’s link: 

https://rogerivester.com/2012/04/03/the-virgo-diamond-faint-five-star-asterism-can-you-see-all-five-

components/ 

 

Colorful Star: V Hydrae; A very red, carbon star! 

 

Open Cluster: M48: Catch this one early! 

 

Globular Clusters: M53; M5 

 

Planetary Nebulae: 

NGC 6543: The Cat’s Eye Nebula in Draco; Easy central star! 

NGC 3242: The Ghost of Jupiter; Fantastic planetary so don’t miss this one! 

 

Galaxies: 

M106; NGC 5866: M102; The missing Messier Object!; NGC 5907: Faint, gash of light; Near M102 

M63; M64 

Besides these objects, the Coma-Virgo Galaxy Cluster provides plenty of targets for backyard observers! 

 

Observer’s Challenge for May 2021: 

M3: Its brightest stars are around magnitude 12.7…What’s the smallest scope capable of resolving these 

stars? 

 

Quasar: 

3C 273:  12th magnitude object about 2.5 Billion (Yes, with a “B”) light years away! 

 

Except for the solar system objects, all the objects for May are shown in Sky & Telescope’s Pocket Sky 

Atlas.  

 

 

https://rogerivester.com/2012/04/03/the-virgo-diamond-faint-five-star-asterism-can-you-see-all-five-components/
https://rogerivester.com/2012/04/03/the-virgo-diamond-faint-five-star-asterism-can-you-see-all-five-components/
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Mini Messier Marathon for May… 

 
This list and description have been copied and pasted (with slight modifications) from: 

https://www.messier.seds.org/xtra/12months/m-may.html 
 

M51: The famous Whirlpool galaxy in Canes Venatici is a bright face on spiral with a 
smaller elliptical companion, NGC 5195. Look for a pair of fuzzy patches of light. The 

slightly larger and brighter one is M51. Make sure to spend some time here as there is 
almost always some spiral structure to be seen, on good nights the detail possible is 

unbelievable. This is a difficult but very possible object in binoculars appearing as a hazy 
patch of light. 

 
M63: Another spiral galaxy in Canes Venatici smaller and fainter than M51 but seen 

more edge on so the galaxy appears as an elongated patch of light with a bright star at 
one end. Further inspection will show a faint halo around this patch. A difficult object in 

binoculars. 

 
M94: Just past M63 is another galaxy in Canes Venatici. Look for a bright fuzzy star to 

find the core of M94, surrounded by a faint haze. A tough binocular object. 
 

M101: I consider this face on spiral galaxy in Ursa Major one of the most difficult 
Messier objects to find in a telescope. This is a large faint patch of light almost as big as 

the full moon. There are no real condensations so use low power and look for a brighter 
part of the sky, more of a change in contrast than an object at first glance, which is the 

galaxy. Dark skies really help in the search of this one and are a to find M101 in 
binoculars. 

 
M102: Not an official Messier object in most references, we will look for the galaxy NGC 

5866 which is a somewhat standard insertion. Look for a small, faint patch light that 
looks like a short fuzzy line. 

 

M64: In a telescope this galaxy in Coma Berenices is a fairly bright, slightly oval shaped 
patch of light. Look for the dark lane which gives this galaxy the common name Black 

Eye. The galaxy appears as a faint fuzzy patch in binoculars. 
 

M85: This elliptical galaxy lies in Coma Berenices just north of the Virgo Cluster of 
galaxies. This appears as a bright, but small, patch of light with a bright stellar core. 

 
M49: This is an elliptical galaxy in Virgo just south of the main cluster of galaxies. M49 

is round patch of light with bright center gradually fading to a round halo. M49 looks like 
a faint fuzzy star in binoculars. 

 
M61: This is a face on spiral galaxy just south of M49 in Virgo, but much fainter. Look 

for a faint, round fuzzy patch of light. 
 

M104: This is the well-known Sombrero galaxy in Virgo. It is bright edge on spiral 

galaxy which looks like a bright, elongated streak. It is very possible to see in 
binoculars. 
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Jupiter Mutual Satellite Events 
Jupiter and its satellites are in an alignment that allows for mutual eclipses and 

occultations.  Here is a list of events for 2021. 
 
 

 

Date  begin: h  m  s end: h  m  s    Type  Dur(m) Impact   m   Δm   limb(") dist(") Planet(º)  Sun(º) Moon phase 

 

2021  1  3  22 11 35     22 57 13    2E1    45.6  0.075   5.1 0.773   34.61   3.33 :    7.390   -7.531  0.675 

2021  1 10  22 16 59     22 44 45    2O1    27.8  0.468   5.1 0.251    5.03        :    3.764   -7.322  0.167 

2021  1 15  13 27 28     13 58 21    2E3    30.9  0.731   4.9 0.096  115.46   5.73 :    3.576    8.554  0.168 

2021  1 17  20 22 43     20 57 40    2E1    35.0  0.606   5.1 0.184   16.03   1.28 :   16.872   11.177  0.317 

2021  1 17  21 12 29     21 34 17    2O1    21.8  0.764   5.1 0.072    7.73        :   10.487    4.166  0.319 

2021  2 26  11  5 24     11 13  3    2E1     7.6  0.091   5.1 0.896   76.13  11.04 :    2.892   -5.881  0.935 

2021  2 26  11 55 16     12  1  9    2O1     5.9  0.293   5.1 0.394   71.91        :   10.617    2.963  0.937 

2021  3  9  10 33 10     10 51 47    1E4    18.6  0.419   5.2 0.277   17.02  34.95 :    3.626   -8.324  0.261 

2021  3 10  10 42 35     10 46  9    1O2     3.6  0.372   5.1 0.346   22.74        :    5.682   -6.305  0.194 

2021  3 17  11 55 21     11 58 42    1E2     3.4  0.734   5.1 0.145   40.65  27.94 :   19.563    9.048  0.255 

2021  3 21  11  7 26     11 28 10    1O3    20.7  0.593   4.7 0.138   79.14        :   15.085    1.773  0.494 

2021  3 25  10 22 18     10 27 10    3O1     4.9  0.405   4.7 0.373    0.02        :   10.506   -5.038  0.756 

2021  3 26   9 25 12      9 33 17    2E4     8.1  0.565   5.3 0.264    1.80  81.08 :    1.911  -14.752  0.824 

2021  3 28  11 30 42     11 39 26    1E3     8.7  0.926   4.7 0.016  115.61  30.74 :   21.349    8.275  0.968 

2021  3 29   9 20 16      9 24 13    1E3     3.9  0.954   4.7 0.008   47.34  36.58 :    2.798  -14.579  0.942 

2021  3 30   9 29 53      9 35 29    2E1     5.6  0.428   5.0 0.449   72.05  28.36 :    4.947  -12.597  0.869 

2021  4  4   9 11 11      9 15 39    4E3     4.5  0.956   4.8 0.017  168.08  98.91 :    4.710  -14.093  0.499 

2021  4 11  10  0 46     10 11 21    1E4    10.6  0.308   5.1 0.426  140.53  84.43 :   16.121   -3.365  0.045 

2021  4 15  10  7 36     10 16 24    3E2     8.8  0.047   4.7 0.465   56.41  65.02 :   19.038   -0.961  0.204 

2021  4 18   9 52 17      9 57 32    1E2     5.2  0.129   4.9 0.626   70.56  41.65 :   18.433   -2.739  0.385 

2021  5  1   7 38 52      7 40 55    2E1     2.1  0.927   4.8 0.019   66.67  46.42 :    5.166  -19.414  0.673 

2021  5 11   9  6 13      9 14 48    2E3     8.6  0.254   4.5 0.747   35.97  79.96 :   23.422   -4.614  0.024 

2021  5 20   7 55 58      8  1 25    1E2     5.4  0.392   4.7 0.489   98.75  47.25 :   18.593  -12.992  0.542 

2021  5 21   6 42 18      6 52 21    3E1    10.0  0.040   4.3 0.567   70.66  65.64 :    7.865  -20.827  0.608 

2021  5 25   8 23 26      8 30 20    1E3     6.9  0.131   4.3 0.932   18.86  81.99 :   24.632   -8.589  0.917 

2021  5 27  10 11 33     10 16 51    1E2     5.3  0.502   4.7 0.357  104.55  46.93 :   33.793    8.356  0.920 

2021  5 28   9 50 21     10  2 17    3E1    11.9  0.014   4.3 0.567   84.97  62.09 :   33.110    4.940  0.843 

2021  5 29   6 25 33      7  9 52    3E1    44.3  0.080   4.3 0.567   85.08  47.75 :    9.994  -20.890  0.778 

2021  6 10   7 57 46      8  4 44    4E2     7.0  0.864   4.9 0.122  167.24 120.70 :   28.532  -10.567  0.005 

2021  6 18   5 25 35      5 55 23    2E4    29.8  0.551   4.8 0.185   13.86  69.12 :   12.616  -22.348  0.509 

2021  6 21   6 12 38      6 16 44    1E2     4.1  0.817   4.5 0.074  122.17  40.27 :   21.200  -20.293  0.732 

2021  6 28   8 32 40      8 36  4    1E2     3.4  0.891   4.4 0.033  126.05  36.79 :   34.457   -6.343  0.728 

2021  8  9   3 37  8      4 44 41    3E2    67.5  0.343   4.0 0.465  174.12   6.66 :   26.000  -27.564  0.050 

2021  8  9   6 17 33      6 46 42    3O2    29.1  0.659   4.0 0.157  189.14        :   32.669  -27.652  0.056 

2021  8 12   5 58 42      6 20 43    1E3    22.0  0.684   3.9 0.128   16.30   8.37 :   32.679  -29.622  0.259 

2021  8 16  10  3 28     10 35 15    3E2    31.8  0.093   4.0 0.465  198.37   2.00 :    2.976    0.078  0.559 

2021  8 19   4 15  7      4 34 14    1E3    19.1  0.709   3.9 0.112    3.19   2.92 :   31.698  -32.695  0.760 
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Zoom Meeting Info: (Thursday May 6th, 7:30pm) 
 
 (Please don’t login or test the link before 7:15 pm on Thursday) 
 

  If you have not been emailed the link, contact Brian or Tom. 
 

Members who are familiar with Zoom may disregard instructions below. 
 

For PC Users: 

You’ll want to install the “Zoom” app. on your computer, if you don’t already have it.  This way 
when you click on the link at the time of the meeting, it will take you directly to our meeting. 

Download for (free) Zoom Client for Meetings: 

https://zoom.us/client/latest/ZoomInstaller.exe 
 

For Apple Users: 

If you don’t already have the “Zoom” app, you need to download it. After downloading, 

ignore all further instructions, and click to leave the app. (This app will automatically be 
used when you 

double click the link to the meeting on Thursday) 

Here’s the link to (free) Zoom in the App Store: 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307 

 
General Instructions to join the meeting: 
1.     Click on the link above to join the meeting 

2.     Click on window that appears, “Join Zoom Meeting”. 
3.     Then “Join Computer Audio” 
4.     On entering the meeting, audio is going to be "off” by default. Press down and hold 
your space bar to talk. Both Brian and the presenter will be unmuted by default.  This is 
being done to 
cut down on background noise, as it seems to accumulate as our numbers increase. 

 
For more information on audio and video go to: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/204484835-My-Audio-is-N 

 
Tom’s Email:   kleinto@netscape.net 

 

 
 

  

https://widener.zoom.us/j/93665406356
https://widener.zoom.us/j/93665406356
https://zoom.us/client/latest/ZoomInstaller.exe
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/204484835-My-Audio-is-Not-Working-on-iOS-or-Android
mailto:kleinto@netscape.net
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Minutes for the Planetarium/Zoom Meeting on April 1st, 2021 
 

 
The regular monthly business meeting of the Southwest Florida Astronomical Society, held in person and via Zoom 
conference, was called to order at 7:45 pm by president Brian Risley. There were 18 attendees present in person in the 
Planetarium, and 13 Zoom participants, for a total of 31. Three new attendees were recognized at the Planetarium and 
stood up to introduce themselves. 
  
Brian reminded us dues for 2021 are now due. 
 
Mike Jensen reported on the very good observing session attended by several members at Big Cypress on March 13 and 
showed several photos of the telescopes set up on the field.  
 
Brian again reminded everyone that he needs help producing the newsletter. Anyone interested should contact him. 
 
Brian commented on the IDA and that he would include it in the Newsletter. 
 
Brian reported that the Meade 8 inch LX 200 SCT was picked up from Boca Grande and is currently being evaluated and 
tested. He also reported that the Big Cypress welcome center adjacent to the observing area has now been officially 
renamed as the Nathaniel P. Reed Visitor Center. 
 
Ray Bratton reported that an April 10 session at Big Cypress is being planned. Brian asked that he be provided with the 
list of attendees and that anyone outside this group could then contact him to be put in touch with them. 
 
Mike Jensen showed some nice deep sky shots taken at the March 13 session including M42/M43 and the 
Horsehead/Flame Nebula areas. 
 
Brian brought up issues with the SWFAS Website not being kept up to date. The current Website Coordinator (Matt 
Knight) has had time availability constraints. Mike Jensen volunteered to access the site and report back and Bill Francis 
offered to help him as needed. Bill will also forward Brian the hosting invoice he just received which is payable in June. 
  
The March minutes were corrected to indicate that the Boca Grande LX 200 was picked up by Pete Wessels who is also 
now evaluating the equipment. The March minutes were then approved following a motion made by Don Bishop and 
seconded by Pete Wessels. 
 
Treasurer John MacLean reported that the checking account balance had increased by $50 in March due to a member 
renewal and a New member application. The ending balance across both accounts increased to $3,084.44. The 
Treasurer’s Report was approved following a motion by Don Bishop seconded by Tom Segur. 
  
Brian reported on the Club equipment availability with an 8 inch dob being checked out and all the other equipment being 
available. 
 
John MacLean reported that he will be providing the Astronomical League with the approved April quarterly membership 
roster and had provided Brian with a reconciliation report. Brian will forward John the details regarding an April 1 new 
member to be added to the roster. The meeting then proceeded with a discussion by Ray Bratton on deforking an old 10 
inch wedge mounted Meade SCT for mounting on a modern equatorial mount and additional astrophotos from Mike 
Jensen and Linwood Ferguson. 
 
Tom Segur reported holding a successful solar observing session on March 27 at Ponce de Leon Park in Punta Gorda 
with 40 – 50 people in attendance. A small sunspot was visible on the solar surface. Further solar sessions are planned 
for the end of April at Bayshore Park, Port Charlotte and at Gilchrist Park, Punta Gorda in May. Tom also reported that he 
recently checked out the equipment at the FSW Charlotte Campus Observatory and that, hopefully, the observatory could 
open next semester in September. 
  
Becky Brooks and Tom Klein reported on the possible utility of the nextdoor.com app  
 
The meeting ended at 8:44pm. 
 
Submitted by John MacLean 
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Southwest Florida Astronomical Society, Inc. Event Schedule for 2021 

This is tentative based on Covid-19 conditions 
 

Date                          Event                               Location                            Time/Note 

May 6th, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

May 22nd, 2021 Solar Observing Gilchrist Park 
Punta Gorda 

9:00 am - Noon 

June 3rd, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 
July 1st, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

August 5th, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 
Sept 2nd, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

October 7th, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 
Dec 2nd, 2021 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

All observing events are Weather Permitting. 

If it is cloudy or a chance of rain, we may not setup at all.  

There may be no way to provide advance notice of cancellation.
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Events may be cancelled several hours before scheduled time based on observed 
conditions and forecasts at that time and weather may change. 

 

Monthly Star Parties: These are held at either Seahawk Park in Cape Coral or at Caloosahatchee 
Regional Park (CRP) off SR78 7 miles east of SR31. Other than park fees noted, these are free 

and open to the public.  Those wanting to learn how to use equipment can bring it to the monthly 
star parties or the monthly meetings. We are always glad to help people learn how to use their 
telescopes. It is also a great way to learn about different telescopes and try some out before 

making a purchase. 
 
Seahawk Park is in North Cape Coral off Wilmington Blvd. (Nelson Rd or Chiquita Blvd are the 
nearest cross streets.) There is a brown sign in the center median at the entrance to the park. 

(GPS may not get you to the park, as some of the local roads have been closed.) You will make a 
big J hook before getting to the parking area. Seahawk Park is managed by the Cape Coral 

R/Seahawks Club for Radio Controlled Planes and they have priority. They are usually done by 
sunset but may be there before sunrise. Park in the lot 
and transport your equipment to the concrete staging area before the runway. This park is 

handicap capable as there is level concrete leading from parking to the staging area. 
 
CRP has a gate that closes at dusk, you can check the county’s website for current gate closing 
times and the status of the park’s Northside entrance as that is where we observe from. (They 

may close the area if there are issues with the trails.) There is a parking fee of $1/hr or $5/day 
at CRP. Park in the main Northside parking lot. We sometimes setup down the dirt road that 

goes to the east. That area is grassy and may not be level, so one should walk on the dirt road 
as much as possible and watch their step. 

 
Big Cypress: The Big Cypress Welcome Center is located off US41 3 miles east of SR29 about 25 

miles east of Naples. Big Cypress has earned a Dark Sky Park designation. They hold observing 
events down the road that extends south of the Welcome Center during the winter months. This is 
a real dark sky site. Their observing events are free. The site is open all the time and is a fee free 

area. They ask that you keep the road clear. 
 
Solar Events: We have daytime solar events where one can safely look at the Sun. Things such 
as sunspots and prominences may be visible. These are free unless tied to another event that 

may have an entrance fee. There are seasonal monthly events held at different parks around 
Charlotte County as well as at other major public events in SW FLA. 

 
Rotary Park Star Party: This is a free public star party held at Rotary Park at the south end 
of Pelican Blvd in South Cape Coral. Park to the west of the main building and walk to where 
we are setup to the east of the main building. 

 
Moore Observatory, FSW Punta Gorda Campus: The campus is located off Airport Rd just 
east of I-75. Go to the right around the lake and park. The observatory is located down the path 

along the lake. Besides the telescope in the observatory, additional scopes may be setup around 

the observatory. This is a free event. 
 
Star Party Etiquette: Bright white flashlights are not welcome. We use red flashlights to 
preserve our night vision. At the parks, please use just your parking lights if possible. As there 
may be cords and tripod legs that are hard to see in the dark, we ask that all children be well 

behaved and cautious around the telescopes. If you need help in moving around in the dark, just 
ask. Someone will be happy to guide you with a red light. If you have a telescope and need help 

with it, just ask. Someone will be glad to show you how to use it. 
 
Golden Rules to Telescope Observing: Move your eye to the telescope, don’t try to move 
the telescope to your eye! Ladders/chairs are there for your support, the telescopes do not 

provide support and should not be touched. 
 
Website: www.theeyepiece.org  Check us out on Facebook, too.

http://www.theeyepiece.org/
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Members’ Photos ---  Don Bishop 

 

 
Here is a photo I took down in Big Cypress at the last dark sky weekend.  I used my Stellarvue SVA-130 and an 

ASI 294MC-Pro camera.  It’s about 3.5 hours of exposure. 
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I also tried shooting the Milky Way with my Sony a7R3 on a Sky Guider Pro tracker.   

This was several 3 minute exposures.   

I was able to suppress most of the light pollution from Everglades City 
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Daniel Dannenhauer  - SuperMoon

 
With my Celestron 8 and my Apple IPhone hopefully I took a picture of Copernicus the Mare Imbrium and Plato crater.
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 ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
A NON-PROFIT FEDERATION OF OVER 300 ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETIES and 18,000 MEMBERS  

To promote the science of astronomy  
- By fostering astronomical education;  

- By providing incentives for astronomical observation and research; and  
- By assisting communication among amateur astronomical societies.  

 

 
Carroll Iorg, President  

9201 Ward Parkway, Suite #100  

Kansas City, MO 64114  

1-816-333-7759  

president@astroleague.org 

April 17, 2021  

 

Dear AL society Presidents and ALCors:  
 

I am writing to you because I would appreciate your assistance. More specifically, the Astronomical League needs your help. This is a 

request I hope you will regard as quite manageable and part of a worthwhile project.  
 

As you know, the League turns 75 this year and is now larger, at more than 18,000 members and 300 societies, than at any time in its 

history. Still, because of COVID-19, we have had to cancel our in-person conventions in both 2020 and 2021. These mark the first 

cancellations since World War II forced a five-year postponement of early formative meetings of the League 
.  

Rather than go another year without meeting, we have elected to hold a virtual convention conducted in afternoon and evening 

sessions on August 19-21. Terry Mann and Chuck Allen are co-chairing the event and have already secured a virtual platform, 

generated a schedule, created a website, and begun recruiting excellent speakers and virtual tours. The meeting will also feature award 

presentations, our League business meeting, and, we hope, exceptional door prizes that will assist us in gaining the attendance we need 

to make the event a success.  
 

I am wondering if your club might be able to assist the League by sponsoring one nice door prize for this virtual ALCon convention? 

We are looking for door prizes that will act as a special draw to what will be a unique meeting. We are thinking of door prizes in the 

$150 to $200 range. Sponsors will be invited to present the door prizes live during the event and will be recognized in the Reflector 

magazine and other League media venues.  
 

I understand that COVID-19 has affected our clubs and that sponsorship may not be a possibility for your group. If, however, 

sponsorship of one door prize is something you feel your group could undertake, it would be most helpful in assuring the success of 

this virtual convention.  
 

Thank you for considering this request. Whatever you decide, know that we value your membership and your contributions to amateur 

astronomy and hope you will encourage your members to register for the online event. Registration will be free or will cost $5 for 

those wanting a 75th anniversary pin.  
 

I wish you and your members all the best during this difficult time. Much more specific convention information will be communicated 

in the coming weeks.  
 

Sincerely,  

 
Carroll Iorg, President  

Astronomical League 
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NASA's Ingenuity Mars Helicopter Enters New Phase of Flight 
David Dickinson – Sky & Telescope 

 
After a successful first month of flights on Mars, Ingenuity will continue to fly 
through Martian skies on an extended mission designed to test operations. 
 

 
Ingenuity on Sol 48, as imaged by Perseverance's left Mastcam-Z camera.  

NASA / JPL-Caltech / ASU  

On April 19, 2021, the Ingenuity Mars Helicopter made history, with the first powered flight on another planet. 

Since then, the helicopter has flown farther, higher, and faster on successive flights. Now, NASA announced on 

Friday that it will end the one-month demonstration phase for the intrepid helicopter, and extend its operational 

capabilities for at least another month. 

“The Ingenuity technology demonstration has been a resounding success,” says associate administrator Thomas 

Zurbuchen (NASA Science Mission Directorate) in a recent press release. “Since Ingenuity remains in excellent 

health, we plan to use it to benefit future aerial platforms while prioritizing and moving forward with the 

Perseverance rover team’s near-term science goals.” 

Ingenuity was set to complete its fourth flight last Thursday, April 29th, before a software glitch caused the 

helicopter to fail to transition into flight mode. Mars is currently about 17 light-minutes distant, meaning the 

helicopter is on its own to carry out flights. NASA engineers fixed the glitch and re-uploaded the pre-flight 

program to the helicopter via the worldwide Deep Space Network. The flight was successful the very next day, 

on April 30th.  

The helicopter flew for 117 seconds, reached an altitude of 4.9 meters (16 feet), and ranged out over a round-

trip of 266 meters to the south, snapping images along the way, before it returned to the Wright Brothers Field 

landing site. Ingenuity broke its own flight speed record on this flight, moving at a maximum of 3.5 meters per 

second (7.8 mph). 

https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/ingenuity-mars-helicopter-set-for-historic-flight/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/ingenuity-mars-heliscopter-first-flight-on-mars/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/nasas-ingenuity-helicopter-to-begin-new-demonstration-phase
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/nasas-ingenuity-helicopter-to-begin-new-demonstration-phase
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/nasas-ingenuity-helicopter-to-begin-new-demonstration-phase
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The rover is on the move again as well. On Sol 66 (April 26
th

), Perseverance drove 10 meters south of the Jakob 

van Zyl overlook, resuming its search for new science targets. 

 
Ingenuity sees its shadow during flight three.  

NASA / JPL-Caltech  

  
Perseverance (upper left) as imaged from Ingenuity in flight.  

NASA / JPL / Caltech  
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“We have appreciated the support provided by the Perseverance rover team during our technology and 

demonstration phase,” says MiMi Aung (NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory) in a recent press release. “Now we 

have a chance to pay it forward, demonstrating for future robotic and even crewed missions the benefits of 

having a partner nearby that can provide a different perspective.” 

The half-meter-high helicopter is light, at 4 pounds (1.8 kilograms), and solar powered. Two pairs of counter-

rotating blades spin at 2,500 rpm to create lift against the tenuous Martian atmosphere, which has only 1% the 

density of Earth’s air at sea level. Ingenuity does not carry any science payloads, but it does have a laser 

altimeter, a 13-megapixel color camera, and a 0.5-megapixel black-and-white camera onboard. Ingenuity relies 

on Perseverance to communicate with Earth but can range up to about a kilometer from the rover. 

The one-month extension transitions Ingenuity from a technology demonstration, simply showing that flight is 

possible on Mars, to an operations mission that demonstrates methods and techniques for future aerial missions. 

Watch for flight five — the final planned checkout flight — to occur sometime this week, no earlier than May 

7th. In another first, Ingenuity will leave the Wright Brothers Field site for good, flying downrange to a new 

landing site. This is riskier than previous flights, as the helicopter must land at the new site on its own. Along 

the way, the helicopter will snap images from its aerial perspective of the new terrain ahead of Perseverance 

rover, another plus for the mission. 

Perseverance vs. the Octavia E. Butler landing site, as seen from Ingenuity.  

NASA / JPL-Caltech  

Expect to see the flight cadence to slow down during this new operational phase, from a flight every 2 to 3 days, 

to one every 2 to 3 weeks. In June, NASA will assess Ingenuity’s performance. However, August’s solar 

conjunction, when the Sun comes between Earth and Mars and disrupts radio communication, will probably 

spell the end for Ingenuity. 

Perseverance has already been an amazing mission since its sky hook landing in Jezero Crater at the Octavia E. 

Butler landing site on February 18, 2021. It will be exciting to see Ingenuity fly on in coming weeks as a robotic 

scout for the Perseverance rover. 

  

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/nasas-ingenuity-helicopter-to-begin-new-demonstration-phase
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/watch-nasas-perseverance-land-in-jezero-crater-on/
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SWFAS, Inc. is a member of IDA.  This is their latest news. 

 

April 24, 2021  

Earlier this month, we celebrated International Dark Sky Week together. On 

behalf of all of us at IDA, I want to thank everyone who participated. Altogether, 
there were 113 events during the week, and with your help, we were able to 

reach a record 5 million people in 69 countries. The passion and enthusiasm 
from everyone involved were inspiring.  

April was also a very impressive month for the International Dark Sky Places 
Program! First, we welcomed Mesa Verde in Colorado, USA, as our 100th 

International Dark Sky Park. This is a massive milestone for the program and 
a very exciting accomplishment! Then, we awarded International Dark Sky Park 

status to Naturpark Attersee-Traunsee. This is the first designation of any kind in 
the International Dark Sky Places Program for Austria. Finally, in Virginia, USA, 

Natural Bridge State Park and Sky Meadows State Park received International 
Dark Sky Park designations.   

On top of all that, we announced the appointment of the International 
Committee. With the inclusion of representatives from 6 continents across many 

time zones and languages, the International Committee will report directly to the 
IDA Board of Directors as a voice for the broad global community of dark sky 

champions on how the IDA can best support their needs. To start fulfilling their 
function, they have prepared a survey in several languages to gather insights on 

the supports needed from the IDA. It will take just a few minutes to complete 
and help build a current picture of the activity and profile of dark sky advocates 

internationally. If you'd like to participate, please fill it out by May 15.  

 

 

https://default.salsalabs.org/T3d3eb230-9959-41c0-a7eb-c0c64840837c/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
https://default.salsalabs.org/T603c707a-fcb8-4ed7-8b4b-f6e717de7baa/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
https://default.salsalabs.org/T8dc97a27-8384-4abb-87cd-282574dd1018/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
https://default.salsalabs.org/T628303d9-0d6a-486f-838b-dd71da4cf6ac/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
https://default.salsalabs.org/T628303d9-0d6a-486f-838b-dd71da4cf6ac/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
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During International Dark Sky Week, the Campaign to Protect Rural England 

(CPRE) released the results of their Star Count from February. They showed a 
significant drop in light pollution levels across the United Kingdom.   

Finally, in this month’s advocate spotlight, we sat down for a Q&A with Debbie 

Moran from Texas, USA, to gain some insight into how she has been able to 
make an impact with her advocacy work. She has been able to leverage local 

media, writes and speaks before many council meetings, and has done a great 
job helping raise the public’s awareness of light pollution in the Houston 

Metropolitan area.  
   

Until next time,   
 

 

Lauren Scorzafava 

Communications Associate  
    

 
  

https://default.salsalabs.org/Ted11b41a-220f-4bc4-b774-3debd5ea3eea/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
https://default.salsalabs.org/T4451d71b-7e8f-45e6-aaab-925853ce4a85/a2c6b278-9e01-4bfa-a5fd-399fd42bea61
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The Astronomical League 
Updates to this section are submitted by our Astronomical League Coordinator, John 
MacLean 

 
As a member of the Southwest Florida Astronomical Society you are automatically 

also a member of the Astronomical League, a nationwide affiliation of astronomy 
clubs. Membership in the AL provides a number of benefits for you including receipt of 

The Reflector, the AL’s quarterly newsletter, use of the Book Service, through which 
you can buy astronomy related books at a 10% discount.  You can also participate in 

the Astronomical League’s Observing Clubs. The Observing Clubs offer 
encouragement and certificates of accomplishment for demonstrating observing skills 

with a variety of instruments and objects. These include the Messier Club, Binocular 
Messier Club, the Herschel 400 Club, the Deep Sky Binocular Club, and many others. 

To learn more about the Astronomical League and its benefits for you, visit 
http://www.astroleague.org 

 

The latest copy of the Reflector magazine may be downloaded from the League’s 
homepage by scrolling down the left-hand side and clicking on the Reflector link. 

 

Introduction to the Astronomical League Observing Programs 
 

There are some 50 formal Observing Programs available to choose from covering the 
whole gamut of object types accessible to the amateur astronomer. In addition, there 

are from time to time additional programs set up for special targets including comets, 
eclipses, transits and so forth. Certificates and pins are awarded for successful 

completion and submission of the required observations for a particular program. 
There is no time limit for completing observations. The programs are categorized by 

level of difficulty (Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced) and each program is also 

categorized by recommended equipment ranging from the naked eye through 

binoculars and telescope aperture. There are programs for Imagers and also for solar 

observers using H-alpha scopes.  Visit http://www.astroleague.org/observing to obtain 
full details.  Starting in January 2021, we will highlight one or two programs each 

month in the Newsletter providing any appropriate updates to the same sequence we 

launched back in February of 2019. Our many new members will hopefully find this of 
use along with our longer-term members. 
 

The Astronomical League Caldwell Observing Program 
 

Last month we highlighted the Messier Observing program. This month we’ll take a look 
at the Caldwell Observing program compiled by the late Sir Patrick Moore. 

 
Caldwell Observing Program 

 
As the Astronomical League introduction points out, the Messier list was originally 

compiled as a list of objects (faint fuzzies) to be avoided while searching for comets. The 
Caldwell List, on the other hand, was generated as a list of objects to be sought out for 

their beauty and interest and well worth the effort to go out of one’s way (literally in the 

case of the full list!) to find. 

http://www.astroleague.org/
http://www.astroleague.org/observing%20t
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The full Caldwell list contains 109 objects varying in magnitude from 1 to 13. Unlike the 

Messier list, the Caldwell objects extend well into the southern hemisphere and so to log 
them all travel to the Southern hemisphere will be required. 

 
However, the Astronomical League provides two levels of awards, one including just 70 

objects which will allow observations to remain in the northern hemisphere and the 
other for the full list.  

 
As is the case for the Messier observing programs, computer guided scopes are not 

allowed although the aperture requirement is a modest 6 inches. 
 

The Caldwell list is mutually exclusive of the Messier list and is sequenced in order of 
Declination, North to South. Well known targets in the northern hemisphere include the 

Cat’s Eye Nebula in Draco, the Sword Handle (Double Cluster) in Perseus, the Blinking 
Nebula and the North American Nebula in Cygnus, the Hyades and the Eskimo Nebula in 

Gemini. 

 
Southern hemisphere targets include the Coal Sack and the Jewel Box cluster in Crux, 

The Tarantula Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud, and the globular cluster 47 
Tucanae. 

 
The awards for successful completion of either program consist of a certificate and a pin 

including a picture of two of Sir Patrick’s favorite objects, the Cat’s Eye Nebula and the 
Tarantula Nebula. 
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network 
 

The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA 
dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.org to find local clubs, 
events, and more! 

 

Virgo’s Galactic Harvest 

David Prosper 

May is a good month for fans of galaxies, since the constellation Virgo is up after sunset 

and for most of the night, following Leo across the night sky. Featured in some ancient 
societies as a goddess of agriculture and fertility, Virgo offers a bounty of galaxies as its 

celestial harvest for curious stargazers and professional astronomers alike. 
 

Virgo is the second-largest constellation and largest in the Zodiac, and easily spotted 
once you know how to spot Spica, its brightest star. How can you find it? Look to the 

North and start with the Big Dipper! Follow the general curve of the Dipper’s handle 
away from its “ladle” and towards the bright orange-red star Arcturus, in Boötes – and 

from there continue straight until you meet the next bright star, Spica!  This particular 
star-hopping trick is summed up by the famous phrase, “arc to Arcturus, and spike to 

Spica.”  
 

This large constellation is home to the Virgo Cluster, a massive group of galaxies. While 

the individual stars in Virgo are a part of our own galaxy, known as the Milky Way, the 
Virgo Cluster’s members exist far beyond our own galaxy’s borders. Teeming with 

around 2,000 known members, this massive group of galaxies are all gravitationally 
bound to each other, and are themselves members of the even larger Virgo Supercluster 

of galaxies, a sort of “super-group” made up of groups of galaxies. Our own Milky Way is 
a member of the “Local Group” of galaxies, which in turn is also a member of the Virgo 

Supercluster! In a sense, when we gaze upon the galaxies of the Virgo Cluster, we are 
looking at some of our most distant cosmic neighbors. At an average distance of over 65 

million light years away, the light from these galaxies first started towards our planet 
when the dinosaurs were enjoying their last moments as Earth’s dominant land animals! 

Dark clear skies and a telescope with a mirror of six inches or more will reveal many of 
the cluster’s brightest and largest members, and it lends itself well to stunning 

astrophotos.  
 

Virgo is naturally host to numerous studies of galaxies and cosmological research, which 

have revealed much about the structure of our universe and the evolution of stars and 
galaxies. The “Universe of Galaxies” activity can help you visualize the scale of the 

universe, starting with our home in the Milky Way Galaxy before heading out to the 
Local Group, Virgo Cluster and well beyond! You can find it at bit.ly/universeofgalaxies. 

You can further explore the science of galaxies across the Universe, along with the latest 
discoveries and mission news, at nasa.gov. 
 
 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.org/
http://bit.ly/universeofgalaxies
http://nasa.gov/
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The first image of a black hole’s event horizon was taken in the center of one of the most prominent galaxies in 

Virgo, M87! This follow up image, created by further study of the EHT data, reveals polarization in the radiation 

around the black hole. Mapping the polarization unveils new insights into how matter flows around and into the 

black hole - and even hints at how some matter escapes! More details: apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap210331.html   

Credit: Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration 

 

 

Find Virgo by “arcing to Arcturus, then spiking on to Spica.”  

Please note that in this illustration, the location of the Virgo Cluster is approximate - the borders are not exact. 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap210331.html
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